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Go beyond

comfort with

HAVEN
Breathe Better

Your home,
your HAVEN
HAVEN is your home's new clean air
solution. Whole-home air quality
management for long-term peace
of mind.

Integrated directly into your
home's HVAC system
Real time Air Quality score
through the HAVEN IAQ app
Monitors & controls filtration,
ventilation, humidity and airflow
Professional support through
your dedicated HAVEN Pro

The 3 Pillars
of IAQ

Living in a home with poor indoor air quality (IAQ) can challenge your
immune and respiratory system, mental health, and productivity.


Ventilation

Proper ventilation
replaces stale air with  
new outdoor airremoving any built up
chemicals from offgassing, and  
CO2 from breathing.


Your filtration
system helps capture
airborne particles on
a whole-home scale
unlike room air
purifiers, which only
service one room at 

a time.


The foundation of your home's air quality is airflow.
Without airflow, the equipment that manages these 3
pillars can't function effectively.



Airflow

How
HAVEN
takes care
of your air
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This professionally installed and

maintained smart system gives you
peace of mind that your home's air
quality is healthy, safe, and
meeting the needs of your family
throughout the year.


et's turn your
home into a
HAVEN
L

Humidity control
creates a comfortable
and safe environment
while preventing mold
growth and damage to
your home's structure  
and furnishings.
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The HAVEN Central Air Monitor and Controller are

installed alongside your home's forced air system
by your trusted technician. This innovative solution
uses WiFi to add smart capabilities to your  
existing equipment.


The Monitor tracks several parameters with
assistance from the HVAC system’s airflow.



When air quality events are detected, the
Controller activates your HVAC equipment
automatically to increase circulation, filtration,
and improve your air quality.



Carry on with your everyday activities!  
Breathe better, knowing HAVEN is taking
care of your home's air.



Available now through your trusted home services
professional, or go to haveniaq.com for more info.


ive clean, breathe better.
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